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Our Version 5.0 release focusses on COVID-19 Initiatives, our developer’s recent partnership
with ATPCO and the invitation to join the Routehappy R&D Bridge Labs Program, and
developments to localise the platform on a global scale.

COVID Initiatives
Covid-19 enhancements have become a major focus and our developers have recently
partnered with ATPCO and been accepted as part of the Routehappy Bridge Labs program
for innovation.
This provides Orbit with access to their R&D labs and some of the latest APIs they are
developing in collaboration with the airlines to help rebuild confidence in travel.
We are doing some really interesting things in this space, but the first development you will
notice are the new Reassurance UPAs (Universal Product Attributes) that are now
integrated with Orbit Care, Request, and Trips.

During the Travel Request workflow, as new Flights are added the UPA information will be
made available to help keep travellers informed of the health and safety initiatives on their
selected airlines.

STATE BORDER STATUS (COVID) – New widget
We have a number of additional Covid-19 widgets now available for Orbit clients which lists
the real-time status of State Border Closures and Access (see below). This widget is available
in both the compact (1/3 width) and larger size widget which is shown below.

AIRLINE CHECK-IN
We have recently integrated the platform with the latest Airline Check-In information which
provides a source of 265 airlines with their dynamic website and mobile check-in links.
These links allow us to detect the most appropriate button to display based on the user
device, and automatically generate the Check-In login based on Passenger Name and PNR.
This is a really useful feature given the current climate of social distancing and avoiding
queues at airport Check-in counters.

GLOBAL Localisation – Orbit Enterprise goes global
Significant developments to the platform will now enable users to click on a new selector on
the bottom right corner of the platform which allow the user to switch to their time zone
and select their preferred language. This supports regional users accessing all Orbit
solutions and ensures trips and other functions are in the right time zone and can be easier
to use for those where English is not their first language.
If you are thinking of taking your travel program regionally or global, we can help! Our
solutions enable Global SLA (Service Level Agreement) Tracking ensuring the correct times
are logged in the right time zone and access is available in multiple languages. (Japanese is
currently available with more languages to follow soon)

For more information on Orbit Enterprise or any of its features, please contact your Client
Relationship Manager at Orbit World Travel.

